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BMW Club of Canada Street Survival School
By Isi Papadopoulos, Trillium Club President
On Saturday October 13th,
your Trillium BMW Club held
Canada’s second Street Survival School event (we hosted Canada’s first in June).
This is a program that helps
drivers with only a few years’
experience become safer
and more capable while on
the streets and highways.
It is offered as a community
service program, and is open
to all members of the public.
One does not need to own a
BMW or be a member to participate. The program is designed to help save lives and
has absolutely nothing to do
with any track or auto-cross
programs that are offered by
the Club. The cost is merely
$75 and goes to cover the
costs of the day’s operations.
Students bring their own
cars so that they can become
familiar with the characteristics of the car they drive everyday. Skills taught include
accident avoidance, skid control, emergency lane change,

Serpa BMW

serpabmw.com
905.895.8700

The Ultimate
Driving Experience.®

emergency braking, anticipating other drivers, avoiding
tail gating, and the negative
effects of using a cell phone
while driving. The school is
a one-day program and consisted of in-classroom and
in-car sessions. All in-car
sessions are taught with an
instructor present in the car.
The program is well thought
out and organized and has
saved countless numbers of
lives in the US, where BMW
Clubs have been offering it
for 10 years.
Many thanks to Serpa BMW
for sponsoring the lunches
that were provided to all participants, and many thanks
to the Brampton Fire Service
for spending over an hour
demonstrating the emergency
equipment that they use at the
roadside to extricate people
from vehicles.
The students benefited
from a variety of demonstrations which included the
triggering of some airbags

to demonstrate the energy,
violence and noise. They
also got the chance to sit in
the driver’s seat of a transport truck with a 53’ trailer
in tow in order to experience what is not visible to a
truck driver on the highway.
Students learned that it is
akin to a death wish to cut
in front of a tractor-trailer
and brake immediately, and
yet this happens on a daily
basis on our highways. People just don’t realize that a
vehicle weighing 80,000 lbs
(40,000 kgs) fully loaded
cannot stop very quickly!
And people also don’t realize that following a truck
even as far as 30 meters
behind renders you unseen
to the driver. Our program
demonstrated these facts
and many other factors involving the safe operation
of a vehicle that shares the
highway with trucks. Many
thanks to 401 Auto and to
Bavarian Motors for provid-

ing the airbags and to CW
Henderson Trucking for providing the tractor-trailer.
As always, this program
– just like all our other programs – is run entirely by
volunteers. Everyone working at the event was a volunteer including John Dimoff,
Program Director, Registrar
Jennifer Venditti, all the in-car
instructors, the class room instructors and the many volunteers who ran the exercises
in the parking lot. On behalf
of the Club, I would like to extend our many thanks to all of
these folks!
The Trillium BMW Club
hopes to expand this program in Canada for 2013 by
assisting other BMW Club
chapters in offering it and is
in discussions with others
car clubs as well. The more
often the program is offered, the higher the probability that more lives can
be saved.

•
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TRUST.
ENJOY.
A BMW Club of Canada
Premier Dealer
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Isi Papadopoulos, President
As I write this, I look out the
window and appreciate the
beautiful fall colors and watch
as the leaves one by one begin their slow, spiraling descent to the ground. Fall is
just a beautiful time of the
year; it incents one to reflect
on the good stuff that happened in the last few months.
Just yesterday we held
our second Street Survival
School, and I think back to all
the smiling faces at the end
of the day. I also reflect back
on the September Advanced
Driving and Lapping School
event, and the many happy
participants we had at the
event. Our September school
was a sellout, the first one in
many years! By the time you
read this, the final two Auto
Slalom events for 2012 will
have been completed as well.
This will bring to an end all of
the driving events for 2012,
but don’t fret: We look forward to hosting our members
at the Annual General Meeting and Christmas Dinner on
Saturday December 8th at
Fantasy Farm in Toronto.
This year has been a busy
one. We have held 5 karting
events, 3 advanced driving
schools and lapping events,
a club racing school, 8 auto
slalom events, 2 Street Survival Schools, a Club Racing event, 12 social events,
the BMW Corral at the ALMS
race, and we were involved
in 2 BMW car shows. We
initiated and completed the
process of incorporation,
thereby reducing the liability
risk to the Board and to our
members. In addition, we
have compiled and printed 4
issues of Contact magazine,
made a substantial invest-
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ment in marketing material and purchased 200 additional cones for our driving
events. Although the financial
results will not be finalized by
our accounting firm until the
New Year, it appears that the
Club will has made money,
even after accounting for the
additional
aforementioned
costs. In turn, the Club will
subsidize the meal for each
member and guest attending
the Annual General Meeting
and Christmas Party. Attendees will pay only $25 each.
The Club has also developed new benefits for members, which include discounts
with CAA, select BMW dealerships and other specialty
retailers. Please see the related article in this issue.
The Club could not have offered you all these activities,
benefits, printed material and
services without the gargantuan efforts of the numerous
volunteers who make all of this
happen. There are no salaried
people in the Club – everyone
who chips in is giving up their
own personal time to make
this a better Club for all of us!
On behalf of the Club and all its
members, I would like to thank
each and every volunteer!
You are encouraged to vote
in our Club election which will
be held on December 8th. Advance voting via email is also

available. The positions up for
election are those of the Board
of Directors. After the election,
the Board will elect the Club’s
executive positions.
After many years’ absence,
we are re-introducing the Instructor Training Program,
which will have two objectives: (i) to train advanced
students who wish to become
instructors and (ii) to provide
a process of continuous improvement for our existing
instructors. Our Club’s Driving School Events are widely
known for the excellent program quality and impeccable organization, and we are
looking to make it even better. Depending on the availability of more members
willing to take on new tasks,
we would like to reintroduce
our driving tours. As always,
our volunteer corps needs
reinforcement, and we look
to you, our members, to become more involved so that
we may continue to offer the
great service and additional
programs. It is the involvement and commitment of our
members that will make this
Club even better.
As we wind down the driving events for the winter, a
lot of us are thinking about
putting our cars in hibernation or even starting winter
projects involving vehicle

improvements. If you are really disgruntled about having
to wait until April for the next
driving event, please remember that as a member of the
Trillium BMW Club, you are
entitled to participate in BMW
club events in the US. I plan
to take advantage of some of
these in the southern states
over the winter.
Over the winter months,
your Club’s executive and volunteers will be working very
hard on three major projects,
the first to improve the user
friendliness of our web site
and the second to complete
the new curriculum for the Instructor Training Program and
the third to improve the marketing program. Of course,
our karting events will take
place from January through
March, so come on out and
have fun. Once dates are
nailed down, they will be posted on the web site.
This Club belongs to the
members; we welcome your
comments on how we can
do things better, so please
do not hesitate to contact me
or any Board member. I look
forward to seeing you at the
dinner event on December
8th but if you cannot make
it, I wish you all the best for
the holidays and a happy and
prosperous 2013!
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Tech Talk

What are run-flat tires? Do
I need to replace them with
the same when the time
comes?
A great number of auto manufacturers are selling cars with
run-flat tires as original equipment, with more and more
coming out each year. These
can be a blessing or a curse,
depending on what your individual needs may be.
Run-flat tires sound like
a great idea: tires that will
never leave you stranded if
you get a puncture out on the
road. But this is not entirely
true. Run-flat tires aren’t very
much different from conventional tires, except for one
thing: they have very stiff,
reinforced sidewalls. In the
unlikely event that you get
a puncture in the sidewall,
the run-flat may be compromised, and you would be left
calling for a tow. If you are out
on the highway and the tire
overheats and comes apart,
it could become completely
shredded and useless to
drive on. In the event that you
get a flat tire, even in the best
of circumstances, the run-flat
is only rated for a limited dis-
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Q&A with Steve Gailits, Trillium Club Treasurer & Marshall Papadopoulos,
Member at Large with questions from our readers

tance at a limited maximum
speed (details of which can
be found on the sidewall of
the tire). Driving on the tire
while it is flat will destroy
the tire, so even though you
may get to a repair shop, you
would need a new tire.
Manufacturers are using
run-flat tires because they
save space in the car, and because it gives them a slightly
better corporate average fuel
economy rating. Because
there is no need for a spare
tire, they can get away with
including a small tool kit and
a can of liquid tire sealer. This
leaves more space for luggage and less weight in the
car overall, hence the better
fuel consumption. Checking tire pressures visually on
run-flat tires is virtually impossible, since the tires are
designed to stay round with
no air in them. Run-flat tires
should only be installed on
cars with Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (see Tech
Talk, Fall 2012) that function
correctly, so in the (unfortunate) event that a driver
doesn’t check tire pressures
regularly, he or she will be
alerted to a flat.

Run-flat tires also have a
much harsher ride characteristic than conventional tires,
which many people find uncomfortable. Run-flat tires
don’t seem to have very good
vehicle handling characteristics compared to conventional tires.
If your vehicle came
equipped with run-flat tires, it
doesn’t mean that you need
to install the same tires again
when they wear out. Conventional tires and run-flat tires fit
on the same wheels, so they
can be interchanged (in sets
of course) when they need to
be replaced. Just be aware
that your vehicle may have
no spare, so at minimum you
should get a can of spray-in
gunk, and/or a CAA membership to play it safe.
The price of run-flat tires
has dropped a little in recent
years, but they still cost a fair
bit more than conventional
tires. When it comes time to
replace your tires, as owner
of your vehicle, you get to decide which tire suits you best.
Why
are
oil
change
intervals so long?
Some of you may have noticed in the last decade the
increase in the recommended oil change interval. BMW
has a service reminder on
the dash. When it’s reset, it
reads 25,000 km. Many people think this to be a bit excessive, and they might be
right. The thing to understand
is, that number won’t count
down based solely on how
far you drive. The car computer has software that takes
into account your driving
style, exterior temperatures,
average length of trip, and a
number of other factors, to
“intelligently” adjust this value. The 25,000 km interval

is based on absolute perfect
operating conditions for the
vehicle, which we just about
never see.
There are many different
brands of oil on the market
today, and for any of the vehicles that have an extended
service interval, synthetic oil
is always recommended. Oil
is rated by the American Petroleum Institute (API) and
some oils contain higher levels of certain additives than
others. Every motor oil on
the shelf today has a seal on
it that shows it meets a certain API specification (APISL, for example). API-SN is
the newest specification, but
that doesn’t mean it is the
best thing to put in your car,
though it is perfectly fine for
cars manufactured in the last
decade or so.
If you have an older vehicle, check your owner’s
manual. If an older specification is recommended, like
an oil with an API-SF rating,
there are oil companies that
still manufacture oil with the
correct additives for your
older vehicle. New engine
tolerances have gotten tighter and tighter, and construction materials have changed,
so they may not require oil
with other minerals and additives to help lubricate all
moving parts.
Now, just because an oil
meets the API specification
doesn’t mean it is a great
engine oil. Most oils say on
the label that they meet or
exceed the standards set out
by the API, but they don’t tell
you by how much, or in which
ways. To get fully into detail,
one would have to talk to engineers at the different companies about what makes
their oil what it is, and what
sort of durability testing it has
gone through. Your mechanic

North American BMWCCA
C-Modified Champions
2007, 2008, 2009, 2011

probably recommends an oil
change every 5,000 km, or
a synthetic oil change every
8,000 km. This is a general
rule and is usually recommended based on what the
mechanic sees when the
average car is in for service.
For instance, a lot of short
drives will create a buildup
of moisture in the oil system.
That can lead to more problems down the road including
engine sludge and internal
damage. Changing the oil
more often in these cases
helps to mitigate this effect
because the water will drain
out with the oil.
Make sure you go for a long
drive every week or so, especially if you frequently hop in
the car to go short distances.
By going for a long drive (at
least 45 minutes) the engine
can get up to full operating
temperature and the water will
evaporate and burn off. If you
drive mostly highway miles
(not of the stop-and-go variety)
then you might extend the oil
change interval to 10,000 km
or more. The engine doesn’t
wear as much when it is hot
and running with a light load
for long periods of time.

There are select few oil
brands that say their oil is
good for 25,000 km intervals. Car manufacturers
don’t use these brands because they tend to be a bit
more expensive than other
synthetic oils available. Car
makers have changed to
longer oil change intervals
for various reasons; Environmental impact for one.
Also the cost to the manufacturers who have introduced
“Cost-Free
Maintenance”
programs on their new vehicles. There is one thing to
keep in mind though: the car
makers want your engine to
outlast the warranty period,
then they want you to buy
a new car. They may not
be considering what is best
for your vehicle if you plan
to drive hundreds of thousands of kilometers. The
best course of action is to
change your oil more often
than recommended, even if
it isn’t part of the cost-free
maintenance program on a
new vehicle. This will ensure
the longevity of your engine
and reduce potentially large
repair costs in the future.
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2013 BMW M6 Racetrack Review:

By Shawn Molnar, Director and Editor, Contact Magazine
In BMW’s family hierarchy,
bigger means better. That
is to say, a higher number
denotes a superior car. Of
course, how you define automotive superiority will dictate
which car you favor, and we
all love cars for different reasons. A rain-meister trackaddict will cast his ballot for
the all-new F20 1 series as
superior – with its uber low
curb weight and stiff, communicative chassis. An elderly
driver will likely favor the 7,
with its graceful moves and
comfortable, accommodating
interior. A young family will
pick the X3 for its good value
and spaciousness. You get
the idea.
So who will pick the M6?
I’m not quite sure, but I think I
have a rough idea.
BMW has crowned the M6
as its foremost M car, the
pinnacle of the M brand. Of
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course, the M folks will still tell
you that the M3 remains the
benchmark for handling – but
depending on the racetrack,
it may not remain the benchmark for outright performance
and quickest lap times.
If you add 374 lbs to the
M3, then add 146 hp and
205 ft-lbs of torque, stretch
the car in length and width,
you arrive at the M6. True,
nearly 400 lbs is an awful lot
of heft to add to a sports car,
but consider that the venerable Nissan GTR weighs
a hefty 3,836 lbs (132 lbs
heavier than the M3), and
the point can be made that
through clever engineering
weight can be compensated
for, to some extent. Few
cars can defeat the GTR on
track despite its heavy curb
weight, and the M6 tips the
scales with “only” 242 lbs
more heft than its Japanese

rival. The point I’m attempting (failing?) to make is that
weight is a critical factor, but
with advanced engineering it
can be compensated for, to a
degree. The M6 is a car that
showcases the triumphs of
advanced engineering over
sheer curb weight.

What’s the time?
Helmet time.
Not even M.C. Hammer
could stand out from the
crowd as loudly as the sparkling orange M6 on hand at
Laguna Seca raceway. BMW
brought an array of cars for
us to sample on the demanding road course of sunny
Southern California.
I started my day in a manual version of BMW’s M5
(more on that in a later article), and this very much set
the basis for my considera-

tion of the M6, with which it
shares its chassis, engine,
drivetrain and trick limitedslip differential (LSD). My
thoughts (and heart) are taken back to the narrow streets
of Seville, Spain, where I had
my first encounter with the
M5. I recall the incredible
speed this four-door sedan
pulled on the Ascari race circuit and I remember arriving
at the epiphany that this is
indeed the quickest if not the
most romantic M5 ever built.
The bar has been set high
for an M car slotting a number above the M5. If BMW
welded the rear doors of an
M5 shut and badged it an M6,
I don’t think I would have complained – the M5 is that competent an all-round sports car.
Of course the Germans are
never lazy. There was to be
no welding of any doors –
rather a complete re-think of

the M6, how it should handle,
how it should perform. The
M6 is based upon the new
6 series coupe – a car that
shrinks around you as you
drive in a way few large cars
can. The basis for the M6
was already sporty and fun to
drive, but the M6 has taken
things to a whole new level. M engineers have even
heavily modified the chassis
of the 6 series to suit the racy
desires of the M6.
The magic happens with
the removal – not the addition of parts. Gone are the
rear sub-frame bushings
isolating the rear sub-frame
from the chassis – instead,
the rear sub-frame is directly
bolted to the frame – adding
race car rigidity and spine tingling communication through
the driver’s seat. This chassis technology is usually
reserved for race cars – no

joke. I believe this speaks
volumes to the M engineers’
intentions for the M6.
A carbon fiber roof was added, and this helps to lower the
overall weight as well as the
all-important center of gravity. Also: it looks cool. Aluminum doors, thermo-plastic
front fenders and front fascia, an aluminum hood, and
a fiberglass trunk lid were all
added in the name of weight
reduction. That it still weighs
over 4,000 lbs is mystifying
given the substitution of these
lightweight materials – but
rest assured that weight was
added where it counts – in the
strength and integrity of the
car, as well as in safety measures. The final curb weight
rests at 1,850 kg (4,078 lbs).
The Gods look enviously
down upon the engine of the
M6. Even Zeus feels a little
less powerful when gazing

upon this M car’s muscular
hood and front wings. They
house BMW M’s 4.4 liter
twin-turbo V8, which produces a thunderous 560 hp and
a mountain-moving 500 lb-ft
of torque at the ready. I sampled this engine at length in
the M5, and not surprisingly,
when put to the test in a chassis weighing 309 lbs less, it
tends to pull the horizon toward you a little quicker.
I didn’t have room in my
luggage to pack my trusty
carbon fiber helmet and was
a bit too lazy to bring it along
like a sugar-bag baby, so I
ended up strapping one of
those lame open face helmets to my head. The reason I bring this up is not for
fashion’s sake, but rather
physics. This loaner helmet
was probably twice as heavy
as my lid, and as a result my
neck was amply surprised

by the ripping acceleration
of this car. I kid you not, as
passenger to a certain lunatic
behind the wheel (Bill Auberlen, and I use that term affectionately toward his driving),
my neck was strained by the
acceleration, lap after lap, to
the point that I eventually resolved to let my helmet rest
against the headrest during
the uphill trip from turn 9 to
turn 1. What a blast. The
engine is every bit as magical
as I remembered it to be in
the M5 – except this time the
chains have been loosened a
few links; the horse stripped
of 300 lbs from the saddle. It
runs freely.
In my road review of the M6
I drew a comparison to the
Aston Martin V12 Vantage – a
car I recently had the pleasure of driving – and allow me,
if you will, to draw one more
Continued on next page
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BMW’s all-new carbon
ceramic brake package is
a must-have for anyone
track-bound in their M6.
The ZF sourced 7-speed
DCT shifts quickly and
smoothly, channeling all
560 hp to the ground.

Continued from previous page

comparison. You would think
that nothing could possibly
be sexier or more exhilarating than a naturally aspirated
V12 at full song. I give you
this: the car is brilliant once
underway, it truly is a hoot to
drive, and off-throttle, it cracks
and rumbles deeply, sounding of far-off thunder (the first
time I heard it, I literally looked
out my open side window and
thought, “that’s strange, there
are no rain clouds out…”).
But I regret that my fun and
exhilaration was limited in the
Aston by one thing: the rev
limiter. It kept sneaking up to
me, poking me in the head,
“Hey New Money: it’s the lever
to your right and the pedal to
your left!” It was rather annoying. And just when the V12
was hitting full song, opening
its powerful lungs and voice,
the fun ended. Literally every shift I felt as though I was
short shifting, getting ripped
off – the revs about halfway to
redline.
In the Aston’s defense, I
ride bikes that rev over 14,000
rpm and I revel in the thrill of
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the current M3’s 8,400 rpm
redline, so it’s understandable
that a 6,500 rpm redline and I
might not get along like besties. But when you’re spending that kind of money on a
raging sports car, you want it
to feel a bit wild from behind
the wheel. Trust me, you do.
You don’t want that clinical
feeling of prepared, bottled
excitement: every car that
feels this way goes down as
a failure for feeling soulless.
And this is where the M6 comparison comes in. Revving
to 7,250 rpm, it manages to
keep your smile growing 750
rpm further. It may not sound
like much, but in a car that
pulls relentlessly, without letup, straight to redline - these
extra revs make a difference.
There were a few sections at
Laguna Seca where I didn’t
need to shift because I could
wring-out every last rpm from
the engine, and stay in the
power-band.
This topic of redline largely comes down to personal
preference and is subjective, so take it for what you
will, but in my experience,

the M6 is more exciting than
the V12 Vantage – a car that
had made the tippy top of my
bucket list. I’m not discrediting the excitement of driving
the Aston (nor am I removing
it from my bucket list) – I’m
emphasizing just how exciting it is to unleash the M6. It
hits you in the back with 560
hp and 500 ft-lbs, and doesn’t
let up until you grab another
gear – then it starts all over
again, plastering you to the
seatback, your helmet to the
headrest. And we haven’t
even taken a corner yet.
BMW has come a very long
way with their semi-automatic transmissions. Their old
single-clutch unit pioneered
in the E46 M3 – was a failure by any driver’s standards.
BMW will tell you it was good
for the times but it simply
wasn’t – a human can manually shift well nigh as quick
and far more smoothly.
A dual-clutch transmission was next released,
and it showed a significant
improvement beyond the
single-clutch unit – but it still
missed the mark: not quick
enough, lacking immediacy.
Finally, in the new M6, I
have experienced a DCT
worth driving. Its shifts are
quick and positive – no hesitation. It finally feels as if the
paddles are directly connected to the drive wheels, and
it’s a great feeling, particularly on the racetrack when
you’re fighting for lap times.
Would I option my personal

M6 with a DCT? Probably
not., for once on the street it
feels and performs like an automatic, eliminating you from
that aspect of the driving experience. There is still something awfully special and
rewarding – romantic even –
about rowing your own gears,
heel-and-toeing through your
down shifts. But if you’re
gravitating toward the DCT
for any reason, know that it’s
a great transmission, brilliantly executed and well matched
to the M6. Only Porsche’s
PDK could give this transmission a few lessons – and
we’re talking best of the best
here, that’s no insult.
Rear end grip is astonishing thanks to M’s electronically controlled limited-slip
differential (LSD). The ‘e-diff’
collects data from an array of
sensors around the car, factoring in engine rpm, gear selection and other data to determine how tightly it should
clasp its wet clutch pack.
The diff can close anywhere
between 0 to 100 percent,
meaning excellent roadway
efficiency with wicked racetrack grip at the ready. The
LSD is easily one of my favorite features on this sports
car; it makes a tremendous
contribution to this car’s performance. In some way it is
the unsung hero of the M6
(and M5, for that matter).
Which brings us to the
sung hero of the M6: the
brakes. I’m confident as I
write this that I will not stand
alone as the only one raving
about the carbon compound
ceramic brakes, an option on
the M6. Sure, it’s a pricy box
to check, but good golly do
they deliver the goods.
Measuring 16.1’ (410 mm)
at the front axle and 15.6’
(396 mm) at the rear, they
are bitten down upon by
6-piston front calipers and
single-piston floating calipers
at the rear. Weighing 19.4 kg
(42.8 lb) less than the standard steel rotors, they also offer a substantial performance

advantage by virtue of their
all-important reduction of unsprung mass – thus mating
the tires more eagerly to the
road surface despite bumps
and undulations.
Thanks to an engine that
runs on Zeus’ lightning, a brilliant LSD and Michelin tires
that grip like glue, the M6
completely hides its weight
under acceleration.
Now,
thanks to an incredible brake
package, it also hides its
weight under braking.
Brakes have always been
the weak spot among heavier-set sports cars. Since
much of your lap time will
be made up in the braking
zones, and most passes will
also be made under braking,
it is imperative that you can
rely upon your brake pedal
as your closest accomplice
behind the wheel. The compound brakes on the M6 deliver this level of performance,
allowing you to brake much
later and harder, lap after lap.

BMW’s M6 takes ‘The Corkscrew’ in stride, flying through in 3rd gear. As the car re-weights
into the track at the bottom of the hill it’s full throttle to the next corner, a sweeping left.

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

They transform the M6 from
feeling like a bloated sports
car to feeling like a sports car.
The transformation is incredible. After many consecutive
fast laps the brakes never
faded, never waned in their
performance or bite.
If you are buying an M6
and wondering, “should I
pay extra for the compound
brakes?” I have a simple
question to ask of you: will
you be doing track days in
your M6? If the answer is
affirmative, then check the
box. A few thousand extra
dollars is a stretch? Sell
something, anything.
Put
your dog on cheaper kibbles. Tap into your kid’s college fund. Sell your wife’s
necklace. Do what it takes.
I’m telling you: these brakes
are otherworldly, and give
the M6 a sharp performance
edge typically unseen on
such a heavy sports car. If
the answer is a confident
‘no’, then leave your wife
to enjoy her necklace, your
child to a higher education,
your dog to enjoy its food.
You don’t need them and
will probably never know
the difference, you might as
well throw the money out
the window – it will probably
feel more exciting than the
addition of these compound
brakes on the street.
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This leaves only apex
speeds prisoner to the hefty
weight, and thanks to a well
sorted suspension, balanced
chassis, and those sticky
Michelins, the M6 even hides
its weight quite well through
the corners – though not
nearly as well as it does on
the straights.
Let’s run through a few corners of Laguna Seca to paint
a picture of the M6’s handling
qualities. Early-apexing and
getting a good run off of the

is a double apex and by the
time you are working to bring
the nose around the second
apex setting up for turn 3,
mild understeer is noted and
cured by transferring a little
more weight onto the nose
off-throttle. Or, if you’re not
too serious about lap times,
it’s cured by a stab of throttle,
getting the chassis to rotate
into the corner while putting
on a good show.
Fast-forward to the corkscrew and again the M6

Sell something, anything. Put your dog on cheaper
kibbles. Tap into your kid’s college fund.
Sell your wife’s necklace. Do what it takes.
I’m telling you: these brakes are otherworldly...
last corner before the back
straight, the M6 powers uphill
with unrelenting acceleration.
Halfway up the back-straight
the track drops back downhill, unsettling the chassis.
The car’s 4,078 lbs are felt
here as the chassis is slow to
settle back into the asphalt.
Now under very heavy
braking, those magical rotors
burn off speed with vengeance, the M6 feeling planted
and stable – no nervous rearend twitches or rotation. It’s
time to turn in to turn 1 and
with the front end planted to
the track, turn in is immediate
and quick – the car shows no
signs of understeer. Turn 1

displays great poise, turning in cleanly after a heavy
braking zone. Re-weighting
back into the track surface,
the M6 now struggles to find
grip as you go full throttle
in 3rd gear exiting the corkscrew – the tail wiggling and
the rear axles gripping the
track surface. Next is a wide
left hand sweeper, this corner has the right-side suspension loaded up, the car
in a slight four wheel drift if
taken correctly. The M6 has
so much grip on offer that it
tends to grip and shuffle, grip
and shuffle over to the right
instead of one continuous
slide. Once again, special

mention must be given to the
Michelins – they really are
excellent and work well with
this package. The final turn
is tight and presents a great
place to break the tail loose
should you choose to drift
through. Like its four-door
brother, the M6 makes for
one spectacular drift car, all
ingredients at the ready.
Finding a rhythm, the M6
felt continuously smaller and
smaller around the track.
As the laps wore on, I found
myself more and more engaged by the driving experience – typically the opposite
occurs in any car less than
epic. And so, I would label
the M6 an epic driving experience, should you have the
good fortune to sample it. If
you’re on the fence, debating its purchase: get off the
fence and go write the check.
This M car fittingly sits atop
the heap at Garching. Yes,
it’s too heavy, and we lament
that. But so is the M3, M5
and the 1M.
We long for a lightweight M
lineup, and we see it on the
horizon, but in the interim, the
M6 embodies the spiritual heritage of the cars that bore its
badge years ago. It is a ‘bahn
stormer’. It is a comfortable
daily driver. And it is a hulk of a
sports car. If Zeus had wheels,
this is what he’d drive.

•

Can Technology Make Us Better Drivers?
By Bill Piekos, Member at Large
I thoroughly enjoyed reading
Jenn’s article in the last Contact! I found her expressed
opinions rather edgy, but refreshing at the same time.
After all, how often do we
get to read counters to what
seem to be the general flow
of current automotive marketing: wowing us with more and
more complex technology!
While most of the technology is clearly beneficial, some
of it seems to (unfortunately)
disconnect the driver from... actually driving! While all the high
performance driving books
stress “becoming one with a
car”, “using all your senses”
and other such mantra, new
car designs seem to place priority on delivering a multimedia
show inside a cockpit - thus
possibly isolating us from the
actual driving experience.
Lane departure warnings,
collision avoidance systems
and how about a newly introduced vibrating seat to alert a
(sleeping???) driver. What’s
next? Mild electric shocks to
your ear lobes? I hope not to
be around when those become mandatory!
Often, such systems are
advertised as providing additional safety, which I would
argue is not necessarily the
case. How about the special
“blind spot” alerts, rear view
cameras, self-parking cars,
tire pressure monitors, etc?
Let’s tackle an easy issue
first: a famous and much
dreaded “blind spot”! Would
you believe, there is no such
thing as a “blind spot”?! That
is, if one adjusts standard side
mirrors properly. I learned this
“trick” from Jim Kenzie’s excellent Toronto Star article a
few years ago. Very effective
and dead simple!
Safety benefits of eliminating a blind spot are clearly
paramount. This easy technique should be a mandatory
part of any driving school’s

Top: BMW’s Blind Spot
Monitoring System alerts
drivers to car looming out
of sight. Bottom: Borrowed
fighter jet technology shows
up on your windscreen, a
Heads Up Display keeps
you informed.

curriculum. Why new drivers
aren’t taught this remains an
unfortunate mystery.
So, learn how to do it properly and you’ll never again
have to divert your attention
away from the direction of
travel, instantly becoming a
much safer driver.
Now, what about the mandatory tire pressure monitoring
systems on offer? As much as
they can provide useful feedback, they are far from perfect:
I’ve gotten flat tires twice in my
driving “career,” including during “highway speeds” on the
407 (you know, the one advertised as “fast, safe and reliable”.) Both times I knew I had
a flat before the TPMS sounded an alarm. So: is technology
better than an alert driver? Not
quite and not yet - in my humble opinion anyway.
How about the rear view
cameras and back up sensors?
Here’s a story I hope many
will find amusing (albeit, I
wasn’t amused myself at the
time): A lady backed into my
vehicle with her SUV (rather
vigorously, I may add), parallel parking in front of a local
coffee shop. I saw it happen
right before my eyes as I

stood just outside the shop.
She hit it not once, but twice,
which prompted me to finally
emit quite a holler (as you’d
expect).
She calmly stepped outside and looked at me with
a puzzled, if not an annoyed
look. You know, one of those
“what’s
your
problem?!”
looks. When I proceeded to
inform her that she rammed
my vehicle (twice!), her response floored me: “That’s
impossible,” she said, with a
look of disdain on her face.
“My car is equipped with a
camera and a rear sensor
and I heard no alarm!” Then,
with a look of total superiority
she turned away and entered
the coffee shop. That’s it! End
of discussion! My jaw hit the
pavement: how can you argue with such a rebuttal? Except to perhaps point out that
those nifty things can actually
be turned off, or winter grime
can render them “offline.”
And when they are off, they
won’t work. And when they
won’t work, accidents will
happen! Why? Because drivers will now back up without
as much as a cursory mirror
check and instead will only
rely on technology to alert

them of obstacles. Such as
other cars, lamp posts and
perhaps even children. Is this
progress?! As my true story
demonstrated, I don’t believe
so! At least,not yet.
Of course, most of the technology is great, but not when
it starts to impede on the very
basics of proper driving technique and education.
No doubt designs will improve and become more “idiot proof” to protect the innocent. In the meantime, I will
continue to smirk each time
my navigation system calls a
“Drive” a “Doctor,” or Sault St
Marie a “Salt Sweet Marie,”
amongst other banal errors:
“In 50 meters turn right on
Ford Doctor”... yes, yes, you
silly machine, perhaps whoever programmed you should
have distinguished between
a “Ford Dr.” and “Dr. Ford” –
oh well. So, apparently technology still has a long way
to go before claiming victory
over human senses and (not
so common) sense.
I say let’s use our good
sense and let’s enjoy the art
of driving, while we still can.
And here’s to hoping that auto
manufacturers won’t forget
true enthusiasts, who still revel
in applying and employing their
own senses while enjoying the
ultimate driving experience.
Let’s not confuse technological
advances from proper driving
education. Oh, and speaking
of useful technology: can we
please bring back oil pressure
and engine temp gauges as
additions to all dashboards?
Happy motoring!

•
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Opposite
By Shawn Molnar, Director and Editor, Contact Magazine
As a toddler, you walked
the enormous aisles of the
toy store, looking up at the
shelves as though floors of a
skyscraper. Filled with wonderment, you contemplated
what you would really like to
play with and you tried to pick
out the perfect toy. Stumbling
upon the toy car aisle, your
little heart raced with excitement. As Mom and Dad
promised, you could pick out
any one you liked, and bring
it home forever. Your eyes finally fell upon the sparkling
beauty, and in the days,
weeks and months that followed, your new companion
inspired dreams.
Unable to put it away, it
was responsible for a few late
nights spent driving across
your pillow. It was responsible for the spilled orange juice
from a head-on collision. And
it was no doubt responsible
for your current love of cars.
This is the case in point:
our days spent gawking at
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passing Porsches and drooling over Ferrari posters are
closely linked to our current
passions, opinions and purchase decisions. And yes, I
still gawk at passing Porsches
and the occasional Ferrari
poster; if I had the liquid funds,
I would put pen to paper in a
heartbeat to own one of these
cars – because they make my
heart beat faster.
What do we have if we
don’t have dreams?
At the core of any purchase
you will find a measure of
passion, gratification, purpose and necessity (Yuck,
necessity). For the few of us
who can afford to ignore the
latter two in exchange for copious amounts of the former
two, the keys to a supercar
are hanging near the door.
For the rest of us, we look
to find a vehicle that will provide a measure of the first
two while still meeting the
demands of the last. Enter
BMW – few cars in the world

are able to exact so much
utility and function while never losing sight of the primary
goal: ultimate driving pleasure. Even BMW’s ///M cars
provide incredible practicality
and usability in a blistering
quick package.
But ultimately, those of us
who can afford it long for the
exclusive car in our garage,
the one that no one is allowed
to eat in, the one that requires
freshly scrubbed shoes prior
to admission, the one that
leaves the garage for only one
purpose: a thrilling Sunday
drive or an excursion on the
track. Let’s throw in a special
night on the town, polished
paint glistening in the darkness. Those of us who can’t
afford it, equally lust after
such a fabled car, and would
be proud to own a lesser car
that shares its emblem.
Sexy by association.
Most of us revere the beauty
and technology of a supercar,
and savor the fact that more

than the emblem on our keychain is shared between said
supercar, and the car in our
driveway. Remembering the
passion and gratification of
our purchase equation, we
may even sign on the dotted
line for a car the bears worthy
resemblance to the flagship
sports car of the company.
Technology transfer peaks our
interest while scaled down performance and similar craftsmanship secures our satisfaction, our joy. Brand loyalty
is won, and a strong relationship is established between
car and owner, one that will no
doubt extend to later cars. The
effective point I’m documenting is that a supercar can go
a long way in effective marketing and can build energy and
enthusiasm for a brand. It can
make great business sense
even, perhaps especially, in
turbulent economic times.
The last time I checked,
Ferrari was not a charitable
organization. That’s right,

Lock
they actually make a great
deal of money selling ultra
exclusive supercars. Enzo
Ferrari, founding father of
Ferrari, launched his road
car division only to support
his racing efforts. While a
company like BMW would
stand to profit from secondary sales within the brand
more than direct sales of a
supercar, it still makes excellent business sense. Of
greater concern is “image”
– what would it look like if
the world’s greenest car
company, BMW, produced
a supercar that kills more
trees per second than a forest fire? Those of the tree
hugger denomination would
not be too happy, and it
would stand to contradict
BMW’s efficient dynamics
strategy. Thank goodness
for the Vision Concept –
a brilliant sports car that
treads lightly on the environment thanks to its diesel
/ hybrid technology.

With BMW’s extensive F1
experience and supreme
sports car building prowess,
a dominant supercar is not
out of reach for the Bavarian automaker. Let’s distill
this to a simple analogy. If
BMW doubled the displacement of the Vision Concept
diesel, we would have a 3.0
L producing in the neighborhood of 326 hp with total
power output reaching 519
hp including electric motor
output. The additional engine power would now give
the sports car exceptional
acceleration, the likes of
which only supercars could
pace. Let’s go a step further
and suppose BMW dropped
their superb S63 Twin Turbo V-8 ///M engine behind
the driver. Now we would
have a collective output of
748 hp and 0-60 times that
would cause competitive
supercars to sweat under
the collar. We now have a
plug-in hybrid supercar with

staggering performance and
less carbon footprint than a
5 series. Tree huggers rejoice, automotive enthusiasts drool, and wealthy enthusiasts open their wallets.
The best part of this supposed supercar is that all
of the existing technology is
readily available for production – it’s not a pie-in-thesky “if we can perfect the
nuclear reactor under the
seat she’ll fly!” proposition.
The supercars kids dream
of tomorrow will not be fitted

with conventional internal
combustion engines. The
world is changing quickly
and the automotive world is
changing faster. Let’s give
our kids a worthy supercar to
ponder, one with world-class
performance and worldfriendly emissions.
BMW, on bended knee I
implore you: please build
a supercar worthy of the
roundel.
To all our kids, and to all
kids at heart – sweet dreams.

•
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Advanced Driving and Lapping School
By Isi Papadopoulos, Trillium Club President

Our third and final Advanced
Driving and Lapping school
event was held from September 7-9, 2012 at CTMP
(Mosport). The school was
sold-out and a number of
people had to go on a waiting list. Although the weather
on Saturday was a wash-out,
all participants had fun, and
on Sunday the track was dry
and the concepts practiced
on Saturday at much lower
speeds were applied in the
dry at higher speeds. As
usual, the event was split into
four run groups and the comments we received matched
the ear-to-ear smiles that
were observed everywhere
that weekend!
This year the event had a
title sponsor: Serpa BMW,
who provided a new M5 for
all participants to examine –

it is truly an impressive car
technology-wise, luxury-wise
and performance-wise. Serpa BMW also sponsored the
Saturday evening banquet
and provided key chains for
all participants. Many thanks
to Frank Serpa and the entire team at Serpa BMW! We
would also like to thank our
long time sponsors WH Lubricants and Rudolph’s Bakery
for their continued support.
The event itself was once
again impeccably organized
and many positive comments
were received about the quality of the program and its organization. Many thanks to
Steve Gailits and Derek Hanson, co-chief instructors, and
to the many volunteers who
helped make this school enjoyable and educational for all!
For this event, the Club

handed out deck chairs to
our participants as a thankyou for their participation. We
are considering handing out
umbrellas for the April school
as that will pretty much guarantee a rain-free event!
Although we would like to
accommodate every applicant
at these events, the physical
limitations of the track prevent
us from exceeding a certain
number, so please book early
for the April school to avoid
our waiting list! The primary
factor that governs the maximum number of participants is
safety. On this issue there are
no compromises; the safety
of all participants, volunteers
and workers is of utmost priority. Other factors that are
considered include the need
to balance the desire to accommodate all with the ability

to offer an event where participants get maximum value
from the program. The maximum number ends up being
about 100 - 110 students and
lappers, plus approximately
50 - 60 instructors. Of course
there are multiple sessions,
so not everyone is on track
at the same time. Kudos to
our schedulers who make the
numbers work!
We should point out another relevant piece of information: Our instructors are
all volunteers; they donate
their entire weekend to help
students become better,
safer (and gleeful!) drivers.
Next time you speak with an
instructor, please be sure to
thank him or her!
New for 2013, we are re-introducing the Instructor Training Program. The program is

track pilgrimage and congratulate him on a job well done
on track! Given he left the

Vette in Toronto for the Winter,
we look forward to seeing Ken
back next season!

Cross Country

By Bill Piekos, Member at Large
I am sure we are all familiar with the romance of a
road-trip, perhaps enjoying
some twisties in Muskoka,
or en-route to a holiday location. But, how far would
YOU drive to attend one of
Trillium’s Advanced Driving
Schools? 500 km? 1000 km?
How about 3700 km?! Yes,
three thousand and seven
hundred klicks! Ok, plus, or
minus a few. Well, one of our
members from Alberta de-
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cided to make just this trip,
clearly redefining the term
“cross-country”!
From Canmore to Clarington, 3,700 km later, Ken
Takabe arrived at Mosport to
enjoy what our Club is famous
for: high quality, top value, serious fun. He drove his Corvette Z06 that distance just to
join us: now that clearly sets
a new standard for any enthusiast! We would like to thank
Ken for this tremendous race-

designed to achieve 2 objectives: (a) to train those who
wish to become instructors
and (b) to provide continuous
improvement for our current
instructors.
If you are an advanced
student with considerable
experience, you are encouraged to consider the Instructor Training Program. There
are many benefits to becoming an instructor, the primary
one being the opportunity to
give back to the Club and
its members. This instills a
great feeling in oneself! Also,
our instructors do not pay
to participate on Saturdays
and Sundays, and only pay
a minimal fee for Friday lapping. In addition, our instructors are sought after in many
Canadian and US schools,
and as a Trillium instructor,
you are entitled to participate at any BMW school in
Canada and the USA. You
will get to drive on tracks like
Calabogie, Mont Tremblant,

Watkins Glen, Mid-Ohio,
VIR and many more! Most of
these schools do not charge
instructors for Saturdays and
Sundays.
Planning and running one
of these events takes a lot of
effort. The work starts early
in the year, and the workload
ramps up 3 months before
each event with event marketing. Two to three weeks
prior to the event, the workload ramps up even more
and becomes a full-time job
for 4-5 people right up to the
conclusion of the event. The
Club wishes to thank all of
our dedicated members who
invest their time for the benefit of all the other members!
We look forward to our next
Advanced Driving School
/ Lapping event which will
take place in April, 2013. The
dates have not yet been negotiated with Mosport, but will
be posted on our website as
soon as we have them.

•
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And the Winner Is...

By Rob Carr, Member at Large

I suppose when writing in a
BMW-centric magazine, to a
primarily BMW-loving audience, I’d be crazy to write how
the great has fallen, marketing is wrecking the company,
the focus is gone, etc. No
worries. There are complaints
(thanks for the price differential despite the higher dollar)
but in this contest (see below),
BMW isn’t using some insipid
metric like ‘Highest Driver
Emotion Among Automakers’
or ‘Highest Tolerance to OverPricing’ to claim the top prize.
Their offerings simply drove
better than the competition.
Read on.
In late August I was contacted by BMW Canada, informing me that I had been
selected to participate in
BMW’s Comparison Drive
event in September. It was
somewhat of a surprise since
I didn’t recall actually signing
up. That being said, I wasn’t
going to refuse the chance to
drive around in BMW’s ‘bread
and butter’ car, the 3 series,
especially when the bread
was dipped in honey. I would
be in a drive-off between the
XDrive variants of the 328i
and 335i against Audi’s A4 SLine, Mercedes 300C 4MATIC, Infiniti’s G37x, and Acura’s
TL all-wheel drive offerings.
I arrive at the Congress
Centre for the face-off and
I am ushered into a BMWdécor lobby. Like all things
BMW, it’s austere. A luxury
feel, but never over-doing it.
Even the receptionist taking
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my name, license and making
me sign a document that basically says “Break it, you buy
it” (for automobiles all costing
$40K+) has hair that is neither
too long, nor too short, a smile
neither too toothy or forced,
and is smartly dressed. Even
the employees are . . . austere. We mingle and mix with
other drivers, meet the BMW
Germany rep, then get the
show. The show tips BMW’s
hand. It’s a 30 minute PowerPoint and Talk-Along by
a retired Canadian race car
driver (a Gilles, or Jean) that
starts off with the usual: “So
many manufacturers rip off
our designs = Please feel empathy and buy our car.” This
is the focus. Now the thing
about BMW is, when they do
something mechanical: engines, steering, handling, etc,
anything to do with the drive,
they always do a fantastic job.
Electronics on the other hand,
that’s a toss up. Remember
iDrive 1.0? Nobody wants
to. Software that appeared
to have been written by The
Cabbage Patch Kids or dolphins. Oh wait, dolphins are
intelligent. Sorry dolphins.
So now we get ushered
out to the cars. Awaiting
us are a selection of 328i
xDrive sedans, a Mercedes
300C 4MATIC and an Audi
A4 S-Line. We get an intro
by a man wearing a hat and
matching jacket. He looks official. The first demo isn’t one
where we drive but one that
would leave any Mercedes

or Audi owner red faced. Of
course we get a good helping
of ‘they suck, we rock’ (said
in an politically correct way,
of course) but the demo says
more than even the most
clever tag line ever could.
A 328i xDrive sedan has its
front 2 wheels driven onto a
set of rollers. The front wheel
turns maybe an eighth of a
turn, xDrive figures out what’s
going on and the rear wheels
push the car off the rollers.
Next, rear wheels drive up
on rollers, turn an eighth or
less, then front wheels pull
car off rollers. Merc is next.
Front wheels on rollers, then
roll, roll, roll, more rolling and,
after what seems to be a full
minute, the rear wheels push
the car off the rollers. Next,
the BMW’s rear wheels up
on the rollers. Same deal. So
much rolling a Dutch windmill
would be jealous. This goes
on for what seems to be a
minute or so until Mercedes
‘stunned mode’ all-wheel
drive pulls the car off the rollers. Audi is the next contender. Well, Audi will clearly do
as well as the BMW and likely
do it a really cool way. Nope.
Just like the Mercedes: Rolling along there like bald tires
at a skating arena waiting for
a sign from God to tell the
back wheels to push the car
out of an embarrassing situation. Thankfully the sign finally comes but the rear wheels
do the same thing when they
get on the rollers. Maybe
Audi’s new metric should be

‘Highest Satisfaction Among
Customers Who Love Wheel
Spin’.
Now it’s driving time.
We’re told to test the cars,
but not test them too much
(wink, wink). I take the 328i
out onto a tight ‘S’ followed by
a 540-degree turn (i.e. a circle and a half), another sharp
curve, and then a ‘stop’ box
that gives the ABS a workout. The 328i (in Sport mode,
as Sport+ was deemed too
much fun) performs as you’d
expect from BMW. Brilliantly.
The car is controllable, making the turns and sparing the
cones. There is understeer
but it’s controllable. There
was some disagreement between my requested throttle
inputs and stability control
but in terms of the control, it
was controlled.
Next was the Merc. I’ve
got to tell you I thought the
Merc was a wonderful car
to sit in. The feeling is pure
luxury. It’s clearly designed
to be a comfortable car and
it is. It could replace your living room. But, then there is
driving, which is what cars
generally do (living rooms
are not legally licensed for
public roads). This time my
driving buddy (John Venditti) is at the wheel. He takes
the Merc through the course
providing feedback (some
not printable due to the wide
distribution of the magazine). Steering seems heavy
and the lack of “umph” is felt
even in the passenger seat.

Braking is the final surprise.
Whoa! Any time you’re ready
brakes, feel free to stop the
car. Miss Daisy would likely
loose her lunch in the 328i
but, if you’re not planning on
being a chauffeur, the Merc
may not be on your, or anyone else’s, sport sedan list.
Now, the Audi A4 S-Line.
This car looks like it’s from
the future. The outer body
design is fantastic, although
I’m beginning to think Audi
designers have some sort of
colour blindness since this
car, like every other A4, is silver. The interior is amazing
as well. The seats, the steering wheel, the interior look
and the fit and finish are fit for
sport-driving kings. This car
could place third at the Miss
Universe contest. Then there
is the exhaust note. Wow. You
could sell it on iTunes. Before
I take the ‘Car of the Future’
for a drive I am told it may understeer somewhat, but don’t
forget it’s an A4 S-Line, not
A4. After watching all those
Audi commercials of an Audi
making these fantastic turns,
I’m thinking it’s a subtle difference over the 328i. It isn’t.
The Audi sure goes great in a
straight line, even when there

I’ve got to tell you,
had a salesman been at this event,
the children’s college fund would be in peril.
is a turn and you are turning
the steering wheel. With 1
dead cone, and maybe one
or two mortally wounded under my bumper, it is an understatement to tell you how
much understeer the car had.
I could not drive it as fast as
the BMW in a curve. At least
the brakes worked. Wonderful. I just hope you actually
get a chance to use them
before you hit something because you couldn’t turn.
Now it’s on to the long track
test, a course where there is
more speed, a downward,
decreasing radius turn (off
camber too), more turns and a
stop box. The 335i xDrive is
BMW’s Champion up against
the Acura TL and Infiniti G37x.
There are a few variants of the
335i: Modern and Sport (a favorite) but BMW is out to kill its
competitors so, low and behold, a 335i with the M package is thrown into the mix. I’ve
got to tell you, had a salesman
been at this event, the children’s college fund would be in

peril. Speed, agility, look, feel,
sound, new car smell. Name
a category and this car could
do no wrong. Likely hideously
overpriced, you say, “Screw
value, I want this car!”
I take on the Acura next.
Yes, it contains that incredible
Honda engine everyone born
in the last 1000 years has
heard about. You could drive
it to Mars and back and simply
change the spark plugs whilst
passing by the wreckage of so
many ‘weaker’ offerings. But
I’m not going into the energy
business. I’m not in the market for a power plant. I need
a car. First, there’s the look.
Someone may have forgotten
to tell Honda that luxury cars
need to be luxurious, even if
they fake it (see Plastic Steering Wheel and Cadillac).
Okay, I’m not so crazy about
the luxury thing or the Merc
would be my only choice, but
the driving part wasn’t so hot
either. Let’s start with acceleration. A brief press of the
accelerator getting in line for

the course indicates a torque
amped engine, a familiar feeling for many BMW drivers.
When I take off, the TL’s computer decides “What the hell
is going on here?” and turns
the accelerator into a floor fan
or foot workout device. Too
much pull seems to violate the
TL’s sensibilities. No fun. Just
safe for you. Turning is also
something the TL only wants
to do a little bit of. Thanks to
the lack of “Umph” it can’t kill
you like the Audi but it tries in
its tepid way with squealing
tires and enough understeer
for 2 and half cars.
My final ride was the Infiniti
G37x, a car in which I was
both driver and passenger.
Well, I wonder what little quip
could be said of this offering?
It doesn’t have the luxury feel
of the German trio but it’s a little more than a fancier version
of its Nissan cousins. An option upgrade could no doubt
smarten up the interior. But
how does it drive? Well. Quite
well. It’s not as sharp as any
of the BMWs, lacks the technical sophistication as well,
and you wouldn’t lust after it
like the 335i Mxpensive but
it handles well, accelerates
Continued on page 21
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Second Opinion

I’m Down With O.P.P., Yeah You Know Me...
By Jennifer Venditti, Secretary and Communications Director
This would have been a pretty
good title for my article, until
someone told me what those
song lyrics actually meant.
If you have no idea what I’m
going on about, Google it, I’ll
wait… okay, so I’m slightly
embarrassed, however not
embarrassed enough to stop
from actually using it as the title of my article.
Let’s face it, there are certain areas of the city where
drivers are, shall we say, less
attentive than we’d like. I am
not stating an opinion – this is
fact. My current drive to work
is 15 minutes and it is the
most stressful and harrowing
part of my day, until it comes
time for my drive home.
Don’t get me wrong, most of
the time I love where I live.
However I used to live north
of the city. By ‘North’ I don’t
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mean Markham, Stouffville
or, to some people, Sheppard
Ave. We’re talking half-wayto-Algonquin ‘North’. Yes,
my drive was at least 75 minutes long and I had to leave
the house shortly after 6:00
am. Yes I stumbled blindly
down my front steps, in the
dark, and had to try multiple
times to get the key in the ignition. But this was the country. It smelled fresh (unless
Pepe had been run-over or
the farmers were fertilizing.)
Point is: this drive to work
was probably the most relaxing part of my day.
Most of the way the roads
are 1 lane in each direction.
Does this cause traffic chaos? It doesn’t even phase
the Country-ites. Weather?
Heck, a little rain/sleet/snow/
hail/gusting wind just provides

entertainment on the drive.
The average speed is usually
100 km’s or faster and, even
with my lead foot, I once had
a farming Combine pass me.
I kid you not. In the country,
if you’re not travelling as fast
as those behind you want to
travel, they go around. They
pass and continue on their
merry way. Sounds simple
doesn’t it? Perhaps there is a
valid reason that those in the
country call people from the
city “City-its.”
Come on, we’ve all been
there. Driving along, trying to
remember how to do our deep
breathing relaxation techniques and loosen the grip on
the steering wheel. All of a
sudden someone decides it’s
a great time to “enter-stupiddriving-move-here.” After the
usual swerving, shouting and

hand movements, we whip
our heads around looking for
a cop; praying for a cop who
saw the whole thing and is
in the process of calling in a
10-35[i] and flipping on the
cherries. Alas, 98% of the
time this is only a pipe dream.
Here is what usually happens: it’s 8:57 am on a Monday. The road that happens
to be the shortest way in to
work is prohibited to be travelled between the weekday
hours of 7 am - 9am. You, of
course, start at 9 am and thus
are running late. The barred
road is ahead. All of sudden
you’re the main character in
a Choose Your Own Adventure novel. What will you decide? You could be the lawabiding citizen, continuing
on your way to work, where
you will be chastised for be-

ing late (again) and probably
be the one to buy donuts for
the team (again.) On the
other hand, you could throw
caution to the wind. After
all, what’s the likelihood that
there will be a cop stationed
there, with only 3 minutes left
before 9:00? Taking a furtive
look around you choose your
adventure and turn onto the
street. And there he is. Leaning nonchalantly against his
fender, hand on hip, as if just
knowing it would be you who
would dare trespass through
the forbidden shortcut. And
he’s got that look. You know
the one: the combination of
disapproval, superiority and a
slight glint of something else.
Humour? Probably. Apology? Not bloody likely.
I don’t know about you
but when something like
the above happens I have
to seriously bite my tongue.
Growling, “Why aren’t you
out there catching the real
traffic idiots?” would probably
not help my cause. After all,
I am not Jeremy Clarkson. If
you watch BBC’s Top Gear
you’ll frequently hear Jeremy
go off on a tirade about the
U.K’s road laws. Red light
cameras, London’s congestion charge, bus lanes on
the motorway; he believes
the government should “build
park benches and that is it.”
On the surface I side with
him. To have a higher power
dictating what you can’t do
and then mail you a huge fine
and summons to court for it
doesn’t sit well with me. But if
I dig deeper and think of how
many people I have come
across running through red
lights, driving erratically or
even just driving slower than
I could walk – I wonder if the
British government might be
on to something. Since implementing their controversial
road laws, the U.K. has seen
a 17 per cent decrease in the
number of casualties secondary to road accidents in
2011. For fatalities alone, the
2011 figure was 32 per cent

lower than their base dates of
2005-2009.[ii] It’s hard to argue with those numbers.
So, until our government
gets up to speed (pun intended) with other countries
and their strategies, what can
we do to vent our increasing
frustration? Taking Karate
classes could help but slamming your head into a stack
of 2 x 4’s every time someone
cuts you off might only give
you a concussion. You might
consider taking the keyboard
warrior[iii] route and take
your anger online. Sites such
as www.roadragers.com and
www.platewire.com are just a
couple where venting is encouraged and applauded. On
PlateWire you can actually
submit the license plate numbers of the people who you
believe are mobile hazards,
warning others in your area.
It might be worthy to note
there is a fine line between
venting and stalking.
Whichever way your adventures take you, be sure
to check your own mirrors,
blind spots, and signal properly. One day it might be
your license plate number
that shows up on thousands
of computers in the city.

Continued from page 19

well, and brakes well; a worthy competitor as a driver’s
car. But when I sat in it as passenger and had a little time to
study the interior without worrying about hitting a light pole,
I had noted the car had a bit of
‘cheap’ feel. When I was driver, as I reached the end of the
run (with the seat belt applying
tension automatically when I
hammered the brakes in the
stop box), I thought, ‘Hey, this
isn’t bad.’ After putting the car
in park however, I reached
for the seat belt latch, only to
discover it was now stuck. I
then spent an embarrassing
additional few minutes freeing

myself from the G37x. Oh Nissan. How much was that 328i
again?
BMW’s unofficial tag line
has always been ‘It’s all about
the drive’ and clearly no matter
what kind of kooky ideas marketing comes up with (let’s put
all-wheel drive in cars that will
mainly drive on plowed and
salted roads in a part of the
world where snowfall is dropping year after year), BMW’s
engineers are clearly up to the
task. Whether it’s rear-wheel,
all-wheel or no-wheel hover
cars, BMW competes to be
the clear victor, and in this
competition, it clearly was.

•

But there’s no need to worry
There’s no reason to fuss
Just go on about your work now
And leave the driving to us
And we’ll be watching you
No matter what you do
And you can do your part
By watching others too
“Leave the Driving” by Neil
Young, from his album Greendale
[i] Major Crime Alert, From Ontario Police Codes
[ii] From Reported Road Casualties in
Great Britain: Main Results 2011, Statistical Release 28 June 2012
[iii] A Person who, being unable to express his anger through physical weakness instead manifests said emotions
through the text-based medium of the
internet. From www.urbandictionary.
com
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Bimmercruise 2012
By Randy Sparre, Member at Large
After the dust settled and the
cleanup was complete, I’m
happy to say we had another
successful year at our 12th
annual “Bimmercruise” BMW
Car Show. We couldn’t ask
for better weather at the
(often volatile) Canadian
Motorsports Park/Mosport
Venue. This resulted in a respectable amount of car enthusiasts turning up to show,
watch and participate at the
racetrack.

Kudos to John & Jennifer
Venditti, BMW Trillium Directors, for pulling off a fantastic
Autoslalom event and open
lapping for the afternoon on
the technical Driver Development Track at Mosport. The
show would not be possible
without our volunteers and the
support of our sponsors which
included (in alphabetical order) Auto Evolution, Beech
Motorworks, Chuck’s Auto,
Dsylva Tech, G6 Auto Detail-

ing, German Mechanics OEM
Parts, Johnson Research &
Performance (JRP), Luxury
Auto Body (LAB), Precision
Rim Repair, maXbimmer,
Motorworks Magazine, RMP
Motors, Shining Monkey Car
Cleaning Products and Sidds
Radio. A special thanks goes
out to our title sponsor Serpa
BMW (87 Mulock St, Newmarket) for providing fantastic
prizes and Tim Hortons coffee/donuts and also the cruise

departure venue early in the
morning before the show.
We are looking forward to
2013 and hope many of you
can join us once again at
Mosport’s DDT (date TBD).
For a more detailed description of the Bimmercruise
show, history and pictures,
please see last month’s issue (Fall 2012) of Contact
and/or visit our website
www.bimmercruise.com.

Congratulations to the 2012 Trophy Winners
BEST OF SHOW – Fabio Salzarulo
BEST INTERIOR – Anuk Bhandai
BEST ENGINE – Kevin Nekouzad
BEST EXTERIOR – Sally Moreira
BEST I.C.E. – Peter Raposo
BEST WHEELS – Narash Lalmen
BEST STANCE – Jay Chang
RAREST RIDE – Emil Zlatkov
...................................
Z-SERIES 1st Place – Jay Chang
Z-SERIES Runner Up – Paul Danila
VINTAGE CLASS 1st Place – Uve Wulff
VINTAGE CLASS Runner Up – Emil Zlatkov
LUXURY OTHER CLASS 1st Place – Raymond Au
SAV CLASS 1st Place – Giulio Palazzo
6-SERIES CLASS 1st Place – Zain Habib
6-SERIES CLASS Runner Up – Richard Ankoma
7-SERIES CLASS 1st Place – Sergey Isababyan
E28 CLASS 1st Place – Sia Honarkhah
E28 CLASS Runner Up – Mark Dobies
E34 CLASS 1st Place – Todd Richardson
E39 CLASS 1st Place – Sam Yeh
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E39 CLASS Runner Up – Fil @BimmerHeaven
E39 M5 CLASS 1st Place – Julian Lai
E39 M5 CLASS Runner Up – Terry Ratchev
E30 CLASS MILD 1st Place – Sally Moreira
E30 CLASS MILD Runner Up – Bruno Mediati
E30 CLASS WILD 1st Place – Rod Hoddinott
E30 CLASS WILD Runner Up – Peter Raposo
E36 CLASS 1st Place – Michael Poku E36
CLASS Runner Up – Isidro Pereria
E36 M3 CLASS 1st Place – Steve Stefonidids
E36 M3 CLASS Runner Up – Naresh Lalmen
E46 CLASS 1st Place – Derek Bajus
E46 CLASS Runner Up – Kevin Nekouzad
E46 M3 CLASS 1st Place – Fabio Salzarulo
E46 M3 CLASS Runner Up – Ian Farr
E60 CLASS 1st Place – Rob McKenzie
E60 CLASS Runner Up – Ken Rogers
E8x CLASS 1st Place – Martin Lodder
E9x CLASS 1st Place – Vestor Fernandes
E9x CLASS Runner Up – Ran Li
E9x M3 CLASS 1st Place – Arash Farahani
E9x M3 CLASS Runner Up – Ian Farr

•

IT’S TIME YOU JOINED

THE CLUB
BENEFITS OF CLUB
MEMBERSHIP:
1) CAA 20% off membership +
2) Parts discount at many participating BMW Dealerships in the GTA
17% off parts and accessories at
Serpa BMW in Newmarket and
15% off parts and accessories at
BMW Toronto
3) Quarterly Contact Magazine
subscription
4) Annual Christmas dinner
5) Automatic BMW CCA and International membership affiliation
6) Access to all Advanced
Driving Schools
7) Concours
8) Wine Tours
9) Street Survival School
10) Autoslalom Championship
11) Monthly social meets
12) Winter Go-Kart Championship
13) Discounts at Braiden Tire in
Markham
14) Discounts at Wheels Direct in
Scarborough

Traffic isn’t getting any lighter. Have you seen a truly open road to enjoy in
the last week? Didn’t think so. You’ve invested in the proper machinery - now
it’s time to enjoy it.
Trillium Club, a chapter of BMW Club Canada, is about exploring the impressive limits of your BMW safely and guilt-free in the confines of the racetrack.
Professional performance driving instructors will help you to master the subtleties of car control, releasing plenty of endorphins and adrenaline in the process.
First and foremost, Trillium promotes safe driving. We advocate that a safe
driver is a prepared driver, one who understands the limits of his or her car’s
handling and knows how to correct a slide or safely bring their car to a stop.
The simple truth is: until you’ve experienced your BMW on the racetrack
where it was designed, you have not truly owned your BMW. Our next performance driving school takes place Spring 2013 at Canadian Tire Motorsport Park - a decades old, highly esteemed Formula 1 racetrack of the ’70s.
Our driving weekends include in-class preparation and instruction, skidpad exercises, and finally, plenty of time on the wide-open racetrack. Our
Advanced Driving Schools (ADS) are not-for-profit, and as a licensed school,
our tuition is tax deductible.
We cordially invite you to join us and see what all the excitement is about.

15) Discounts at Beech Motorworks in
Hamilton
16) Discounts at WH Lubricants
17) Affiliation with CASC
18) Discounts at Sports Car Boutique,
offering BMW Club members 10%
off products from Pagid, BMC Air
Filters and Alpine Stars

Learn more at

www.soBMW.ca
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CLUB NEWS
Trillium Club Monthly Meeting Synopsis
By Rob Foreman, Social Director
NOTE: All BMW Club meetings are arranged for the
benefit of BMW Club members, their families, friends
and guests. New members
are always welcome; so by all
means, tell your friends and
co-workers to come and join
us for future club meetings.
May Monthly Meeting:		
McLaren Cars Toronto
Tuesday, May 15, 2012
This was one of those special events that we are so
pleased to be able to offer Club members and their
guests. There was so much
buzz in the popular press
and electronic media surrounding the introduction of
the McLaren MP4-12C that
most automotive enthusiasts
were already familiar with the
car before they actually were
able to see it in it’s full glory of
carbon fiber and sheet metal.
In what amounts to only the
second road car in McLaren’s
history – the first being the
superlative McLaren F1 –
McLaren has arguably hit a
home run, aimed squarely at
Ferrari. During its genesis, the
MP4-12C (the nomenclature
is based on McLaren’s designation for its Formula One
cars) was intended to rival

the Ferrari F430. Then Ferrari moved the goal posts with
the introduction of the 458
Italia. And yet the McLaren
MP4-12C remains a worthy
adversary – its turbo-charged
power closely matching (and
now exceeding) the normally
aspirated power of the Ferrari
458 Italia.
There was a BMW connection to the original McLaren
F1; it was powered by a
mighty 6.0 litre BMW-designed V12, rated at 627 bhp!
And YES, as befitting two
Formula One adversaries,
the McLaren Toronto dealership (which shares premises
with Pfaff Tuning), sits across
the road from Ferrari Ontario!
Long may the rivalry last.
Our meeting was hosted
by the Service Manager,
Jimmy Vervitas. He was ably
assisted by McLaren Sales
Associate, Mark Basili, who
had club members in rapture through discussion of
the MP4-12C. It was truly a
special evening - one which
club members didn’t want
to leave. If you missed this
meeting, you truly missed
something special. But, you
may still be in luck!
Pfaff Tuning offers premiere service not only to
McLarens, Porsches and

Audis – but they also service
BMWs. And their labor rates
are extremely competitive.
Should you wish to have your
BMW serviced there, please
feel free to contact Jimmy
Vervitas at Pfaff Tuning:
Pfaff Tuning
33 Auto Park Circle
Vaughn, ON, L4L8R1
(W) 905 907-1001
You can check out the awesome MP4-12C while you
wait for your BMW to be serviced!
June Monthly Meeting:		
BMW Toronto
Tuesday, June 12, 2012
The F10 M5 was the basis of
our feature story in the Spring
Edition of Contact magazine
written by Contact editor,
Shawn Molnar. Shawn has
had the distinct pleasure being one of the first automotive
journalists to drive the car at
its press introduction in Spain
last fall. We could not wait to
introduce the car to club members, and that opportunity was
presented to us compliments
of BMW Toronto, which hosted the June meeting.
We would like to thank
Antonio Masciangelo for
making the arrangements,
and Sales and Leasing

Consultant, Burton Wright,
for so eloquently presenting
the features of the car to club
members in attendance.
The M5 name was used
for the first time back in
1984, but since then, the car
has evolved into an impressive sedan that combines
track potential with the comprehensive practicality of a
luxurious business sedan.
The new generation brings
a high-revving 4.4-liter V8
engine with an M TwinPower Turbo package that
delivers an impressive 560
bhp at 6,000 – 7,000 rpm
and peak torque of 502 lbft from 1,500 rpm. The new
model will sprint from 0 to
60 mph in 4.4 seconds and,
when the speed limiter is removed, is capable of hitting
an impressive top speed
of 190 mph. Despite these
impressive supercar performance numbers, the car
will still deliver an estimated
fuel economy of 28.5 mpg.
We can’t wait to see the first
car put through its paces at a
Trillium BMW Club Advanced
Driving School, although with
this level of performance on
tap, previous driving school
experience is a highly recommended requirement of M5
participation.

CLUB EVENTS TICKER TAPE

In the pits!
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Brandon says: “I’ve been bitten!!!
Where do I sign up?!”

Our Registrar Scott and his
AutoSlalom game face

You can always find our
Presidents (past and present)
at the track!

CLUB NEWS
July Monthly Meeting:		
Audio Excellence
Tuesday, July 10, 2012
At the July meeting we decided to try something different. Many of our BMW Club
members have a distinct appreciation of music: whether
it be recorded media or a live
performance. Recorded media has undergone continual
evolution from the LP through
the advent of the CD, SACD,
DVD and now downloadable
music files. And the home
theatre experience has also
undergone a dramatic evolution with wide and dramatic
choices available to the consumer. The plethora of choice
can indeed be overwhelming.
Audio Excellence principal,
Adrian Low, has been a long
time audio enthusiast and has
parlayed that passion into his
store, Audio Excellence – for
which our very own Chief
Driving School Instructor,
Derek Hanson, (accomplished
Acoustic Engineer), fine-tuned
the acoustic signature of the
sound rooms. Adrian’s passion
for music is contagious and is
closely followed by his passion
for cars – a passion obviously
shared by Derek. He has a
deep sense of altruism and he
has coupled those passions
into a unique audio-visual environment that also appeals to
automotive enthusiasts.

Adrian and his team – Jack
Bakerjian, Operations Manager; Mei Kang, Marketing
Manager, and Andrew Bass,
Business Development Manager welcomed club members
and other invited guests with
open arms. They had catered a
fine spread for our benefit, with
complementary wine and canapés on hand. Adrian had also
arranged for experts from (audio equipment) suppliers McIntosh Labs and PMC speakers
to give demonstrations and
answer questions. It was a real
eye-opener (and ear-opener!)
for attending club members.
For more information,
please consult the Audio Excellence website, http://www.
audioexcellence.ca/
Audio Excellence is located
at 661 Chrislea Road, Unit 1,
Vaughn, ON, L4L 8A3 (which
is in the Langstaff/Hwy 400
area) 905.881.7109
August Joint BMW Club/
Porsche Club Monthly
Meeting: An Evening with
Automotive Journalists
Tuesday, August, 14, 2012
This was the first JOINT Porsche/BMW Club meeting that
we have hosted with the Porsche Club of America, Upper
Canada Region, and it was a
resounding success!
The meeting was held at
the Port Credit Yacht Club.

One never knows when a
wrench will get thrown into
the mix and sudden afternoon showers precluded
our original plans to have
the dinner social on the
patio by the lake. So at the
last minute, we had to reconvene indoors!
Despite
the
inclement
weather it was the largest
monthly meeting turnout for
either of our clubs, with over
175+ members of both clubs
in attendance. And the crowd
was not disappointed. Our
panel of automotive journalists
was headlined by Jim Kenzie (Toronto Star); but he was
most ably matched by Kathy
Rewald (Toronto Star) and
David Booth (National Post).
The journalists regaled us with
their often controversial views
on driving, automotive engineering and (automotive) journalistic license; generating a
lively on-going discussion from
the floor! So much so, we had
to close things down at 10:00
pm; otherwise it would have
continued long into the night.
It was a fantastic evening in a
fantastic setting, right on beautiful Lake Ontario.
Oktoberfest Joint BMW
Club/Porsche Club Monthly Meeting:
An Evening at The Musket
Restaurant
Tuesday, October 9, 2012

The Club took a hiatus from
its monthly meeting schedule in September, but resumed for an Oktoberfest
social with the Porsche Club
of America, Upper Canada
Region. This was the second (and last 2012) planned
joint meeting between our
clubs, right on the heels of
the Thanksgiving weekend.
Still, the Musket Restaurant is one of the best German-Austrian Restaurants in
the city and well worth a visit
if you are ever in Etobicoke.
December AGM & Annual
Christmas Party:
Saturday December 8, 2012
6:30 pm - 11:00 pm
Our Social Year will culminate with the Annual BMW
Club Christmas Party held
at The Fantasy Farm on
Pottery Road, just East of
downtown Toronto. The
Christmas Party will be held
on Saturday, December 8,
2012 and Trillium is pleased
to offset the cost for each
attendee by $30, so that attendees will pay only $25.
We certainly look forward
to having you join us for an
evening of fine food and club
hospitality!

•

CLUB EVENTS TICKER TAPE

Saving lives – is there a
better cause?!

Our President’s racing corral

Well executed “point by”, by
our Chief Instructor: Steve

See you at Mosport in April!
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CLUB NEWS
Welcome new Trillium members!
As our Club President Isi
Papadopoulos mentioned in his
opening article, Trillium Club belongs to its members. And so, it
is with great excitement that we
welcome more members to the
Trillium experience.

No matter which activity
drew you to the Club, rest assured there are many more
for you to take advantage
of. Even many longstanding
members have yet to explore every facet of the Club.

Our ADS students would do
well to try their hand at timed
competition in the heat of our
Autoslalom events! Or perhaps we could twist your arm
to join us for a relaxing concours or wine tour in 2013?

To all new members
in the fold, BMW Trillium
Club’s Board and members
welcome you!
•

Barbara Borenstein
Toronto
Parkview BMW

Lori Clayton
Newmarket
Toyota Camry

Ashley Griffin
Cambridge
2000 BMW 750iL

Jonathan Liu
Mississauga
Nissan Skyline R32 GTR

Ali Shojaei
Richmond Hill
BMW 328xi
Serpa BMW

Michael Clayton
Hamilton

David Grinstead
Toronto

Dave Cliff
Burlington
2008 Dodge Challenger
SRT8-500

Mia Hacking
Georgetown
Range Rover LR2

Kenneth Loh
Markham
2000 Honda S2000

Ravi Virdi
Richmond Hill
BMW X5 4.8
Serpa BMW
Hassan Abbas
Thornhill
2011 BMW M3
Hailey Ashbee

Susan Coffey
Bowmanville

Jason Hawley
Manotick
2005 BMW M3

David Collier
Aurora
Subaru WRX STi

Tim Hillier
Toronto
Jazmine Houser-Evanylo
Unionville
Honda Civic

Tony Lourakis
Toronto
2008 BMW 335is
Nicholas McKenzie
Toronto
2012 BMW 135i
Allen Maraprossians
Mississauga
BMW 128ic

Chris Sewell
Pickering
Graham Sims
Burlington
Lori St. John
Uxbridge
Honda CR-V
Penny Shaw
Toronto
2005 Toyota Echo Hatchback
Craig Southwick
Oakville
2010 Porsche Carrera 4S

Sheyda Assefi
Toronto

Gary Collier
Newmarket
Toyota RAV4

Matthew Baistrocchi
Brampton
Acura MDX

Shawn Collins
Toronto
2012 Mazdaspeed3

Martin Hung
Etobicoke
2009 Subaru Impreza
WRX STI

Andrea Bellamy
Oakville
Pontiac Montana

Clifford Costa Correa
Pickering
Nissan Sentra

Jeff Hynek
Oakville

Ryan Bellamy
Oakville
Ford Mustang

Sinead Costa Correa
Pickering
Nissan Sentra

Patrick Bergeron
Quebec
2001 BMW 1M

Michelle Cyr
Thornton
Dodge Neon RT

Steven Inwood
Alliston
‘02 Acura RSX Type S and
‘11 BMW 1M

David Bir
Brampton
BMW M3

Dylan De Brito
Whitby
Ford Fusion

Sukhbir Kaur
Oshawa
BMW 335i

Stephanie Nicholas
Etobicoke
BMW 328i Touring

Kelly Bonds
Oakville

Ricardo DeSequeira
Richmond Hill
Mazda 3

Kamran Khawaja		
Markham

Vanessa Nicholas
Etobicoke
BMW 328i Touring

John Vernile
Burlington
2012 Hyundai Genesis
Coupe GT

Mike Onotsky
Waterloo

Sean Wang
Toronto
2005 Subaru Impreza STI

Tom Bosnjak
Maple
Infiniti G35

Larry Indovina
Mississauga
1999 Mazda Miata

Andrew Merisanu
Maple
2010 Chevrolet Camaro
2SS/RSS
Brandon Meyers
Hamilton
Alexandra Mikell
Mississauga
Mini Cooper
Patrick Minutillo
Stouffville
Swans Ng
Markham
BMW 328i

Matt DiStefano
Collingwood

Gabriel Kuok
Oakville
1994 Toyota Supra

Wallace Bradley
Blackstock
1989 Porsche 944 S2

Candace Dylnicki
Oakville
Scion FRS

Robert Labancz
Markham
2010 Kia Forte Ex

Natasha Ouslis
North York
Mazda Protege 5

Sean Brunette
Sudbury

Teresa Dylnicki
Oakville
Chevrolet Cavalier

Ka Fai Lau
Markham
Scion FR-S

Cassandra Porter
Mount Albert
Acura MDX

Greg Fenton
Caledon
BMW 335iS

Raymond Lee
Pickering

Paul Posesorski
Toronto
2011 Porsche 996TT

Jonathan Carron
Ancaster
Alex Cerelli
Milton
Jerry Chinn
Markham
‘05 Mazda MX-5 and ‘93
Mazda Miata V8

Brian Golbourn
Uxbridge
Hyundai
David Gordon
Toronto
2001 Ferrari 550
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Nigel Leslie
Pickering
‘97 M3 and ‘87 325is
Ming Li
Richmond Hill
2006 Honda S2000

Vince Robertson
Burlington
Paul Rocha
Toronto
Shaz Samji
Burlington

Jonathan Strack
Toronto
2000 Ford Focus
Michael Szegvary
Barrie
Douglas Teoh
Markham
Acura Integra Type R
Travis Truckel
Angus
Dodge Neon RT
Yen Tu
Markham
BMW 328i
Joseph Urban
Bowmanville
2012 Subaru STI

Rui Wei
Scarborough
BMW 545i
Tamara Welbourn
Burlington
2005 Porsche Carrera
Lisa Welch
Uxbridge
Honda CR-V
Josephine Yue
Markham
BMW 328i

CLUB NEWS
Nominations for Trillium’s Board
of Directors, 2013

Trillium Welcomes CAA

By Jennifer Venditti, Secretary and Communications Director
Dear Members,
It is with great pleasure that
the BMW Club of Canada,
Trillium Chapter, announces
its new Corporate Partnership
with CAA!
CAA has been a part of the
lives of Canadian drivers and
their communities for over 100
years. From roadside assistance to travel insurance and
CAA partner discounts, you
will now have access to all of
these benefits and more with
your membership. By being
a Trillium member the $12.00
activation fee is automatically
waived and you will receive
the following discounts:
• Purchase a CAA Basic
membership and receive
20% off your CAA membership rate for three years, a
total savings of $27
• Purchase a CAA Plus membership and you will receive
20% off your CAA membership rate for three years, a
total savings of $34.50
• Purchase a CAA Premier
membership and you will receive 20% off your CAA membership rate for three years, a
total savings of $42.00
• Add your family members
and save 50%!
(If you wish to register for
the Pre-authorized Credit
Card Program you will receive an additional $10 off
your order.)
Other benefits of becoming
a CAA Corporate Member
include:

• No charge automotive and
technical advice
• Discounts on auto and
property insurance
• Free TripTiks® and maps
• Special offers and discounts at retailers, restaurants and attractions
• Free quarterly CAA Magazine
• Special rates for traffic law
defense
• Member-exclusive pricing
on travel accessories
• And much more
To join CAA please
log on to our website
www.trillium-bmwclub.ca.
Here you will find the correct
form to be filled out. Once
completed, you can email
the form to wurq@caasco.
ca or fax to 905-771-3302
or 1-866-458-6626. You may
also register by phone, 416859-9259 or 1-800-341-2226.
It is important to make
sure to mark your Trillium
Membership Number on the
form or mention it when you
are speaking to an agent
on the phone. For other information on discount partners, levels of membership,
etc. visit Trillium’s website
www.soBMW.ca or www.trillium-bmwclub.ca.
We wish to thank all those
involved in putting together
this fantastic opportunity and
hope you take advantage of
what your Trillium membership entitles you to!

•

A brief note to inform you that
BMW Club of Canada Trillium
Chapter’s Nominating Committee has received all nominations for its 2013 Board of
Directors. These nominees
have been contacted by the
Nominating Committee and
each nominated candidate’s
permission has been secured
for inclusion in the election.
The Nominating Committee
will advise the membership
of the list of nominees by
November 15, 2012.
Elections for positions of the
Board of Directors will be held
at the Annual General Meeting
on December 8, 2012 at
Fantasy Farm before the
Christmas Party.
For those who are unable
to attend the AGM, advance
voting may occur via the following methods:
• A member eligible to vote
may do so by sending his or

her completed ballot by mail to:
4936 Yonge Street, Suite 530
Toronto, ON M2N 6S3 Canada
• The mailed ballot must
be received before or on
November 30th, 2012.
• Additionally, an eligible
member may vote by sending
a copy of the manually completed ballot by e-mail to the
Club’s Secretary (Jennifer.
Venditti@trillium-bmwclub.
ca), provided that the email is
received at least one day prior
to the date of the election.
Once the list of nominees
is completed, a ballot will be
emailed to members as well as
posted on the Trillium Website
(www.trillium-bmwclub.ca.)
If you have any questions or
concerns, please don’t hesitate
to contact us through Jennifer’s
email address listed above.
Sincerely,
Trillium Nominating
Committee, 2012

Save the Date!
Trillium’s Annual
Christmas Party
December 8th, 2012
6:30 pm - 11:00 pm
Fantasy Farm
50 Pottery Road Toronto,
ON M4K 2B9
www.fantasyfarm.ca
Trillium is pleased to invite
all members, their significant
others and friends to attend
a fantastic evening of great
company, laughs and camaraderie as we celebrate another great year.
Cost is $25.00 per person and includes a fantastic
3 course meal and 1 drink

ticket. This year Trillium has
graciously offered to help by
subsidizing the event by $30
per person. (no, that doesn’t
mean you get $5.00 back!)
We will be handing out
awards throughout the evening as well as raffling off some
terrific prizes - it’s an evening
not to be missed!
Advance online registration
is required and, as we are expecting a large turn-out and
are limited in the number of
guests, register early to avoid
disappointment.
Looking forward to seeing
you all there!

Mark Your Calendars
TRILLIUM GO CART CHAMPIONSHIP - GRAND PRIX KARTWAYS
Dates: Jan 13, 27th • Feb 10th, 24th • March 10th
Cost: $50.00 per person
Keep checking www.soBMW.ca for more details
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BMW Appearance Enhancements
Wheel and Tire Packages

1

BMW Track Tuning

3

Parts and Service

5
6

Exhaust Tuning

7

Power Upgrades

Z
X

CALL TODAY: (905) 907-1001
or email us at: info@pfafftuning.com
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